SpineInterface:
How to quickly and easily create new
optimization models in Julia
Jody Dillon and Manuel Marin
10th September 2021

Spine project

▪ SPINE - Open source toolbox for modelling integrated energy
systems
• Main objectives:
- Build open-source tools to help modelers manage data and
workflow for models working at various scales across energy
systems
- Build a flexible open-source model for integrated energy
systems
- Showcase these tools and model via a number of case
studies
• Project funded under the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research
and innovation programme under grant agreement N. 774629
• October 2017 – September 2021
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http://www.spine-model.org/
https://github.com/Spine-project

Spine Webinars

SpineOpt

Spine Toolbox

Case Studies

SpineInterface

A flexible energy system
modelling framework in
Julia

Data, workflow and
scenario management
for modelling

Demonstration of Spine
modelling tools through
selected case studies

Quickly and easily
creating new optimization
models in Julia

7 Sep, 2021,
14:00-15:30 CEST

8 Sep, 2021,
17:00-18:30 CEST

9 Sep, 2021,
14:00-16:00 CEST

10 Sep, 2021,
14:00-15:30 CEST

In collaboration with

In collaboration with

JP on Energy System
Integration

Links to all recordings will be emailed to participants in the
following days
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https://github.com/Spine-project

SpineInterface Webinar
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▪

Some housekeeping
• Webinar is being recorded and made available afterwards
(link will be emailed)
• All your webcams are off and microphones are muted
• Questions can be raised during the presentations in the chat
- Dependent on the question, these will be answered in
the chat, or alternatively, during the Q&A afterwards
• During Q&A, you can “raise your hand”, then we will unmute
you to raise your question, or alternatively, you can use the
chat

▪

Presenters: Jody Dillon (Energy Reform), Manuel Marin (KTH)

Agenda
Agenda (CEST):
▪ 14:00 Overview of SpineInterface
▪ 14:15 Toolbox concepts and data structures including
the Spine data API
▪ 14:30 SpineInterface: convenience functions and
accessing Spine Toolbox data in Julia
▪ 14:45 Defining a model data structure in Spine Toolbox
▪ 15:00 Building and solving an optimization model using
SpineInterface
▪ 15:15 Q & A
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Motivation
▪
▪

▪
▪
▪
▪

The energy system is currently undergoing a process of
transition driven by the need to decarbonise and lower
cost of renewables
Increasing shares of renewables pose challenges to
system operation due to their characteristics, principally
(variability, uncertainty), leading to greater interactions
across energy sectors, time and regions
To capture the impacts of renewables and the increased
interactions, our models need to capture more detail, more
scope and more interactions
As a result, today’s modelling tasks are more complex with
more data and more processing
Often early design decisions limit the extendibility of
legacy tools
New technologies and new interactions between sectors
can be difficult to model with existing tools

Models and workflows become
more and more complex
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More (variable) renewable
energy sources and increased electrification

More uncertainties

Short-term detail in
long-term planning models

More integration across
energy sectors

Sectoral Scope

Traditional modelling demarcations are limiting
Increasing renewables
and electrification
increases interactions
across sectors, time
and regions and the
need to capture more
detail

Energy System
Models

Markets and
Operational
modelling

Investment
Models

Traditional modelling demarcations are
often sub-optimal to capture these
impacts. E.g.
• Sector coupling opportunities
• Long term storage optimisation
• Capturing the impacts of
operations on investment
value of technologies (e.g.
curtailment, congestion,
inertia, imbalance
management

Temporal Scope
Conventional modelling: Traditional
scope demarcations dictated by available
tools
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Technology
Detail

Bridging traditional modelling demarcations with
Spine
A SpineOpt model can be any or all of
the traditional modelling tasks

Model 2
Co-optimised multisector investment
and operations
Spine
model with longcoupling term storage

Sectoral Scope

Specific
sector-

model
Power
Sector
Model

Temporal
Scope
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▪ A comprehensive workflow management
system to manage the more complex
interactions of today’s modelling tasks,
including model linking (Spine Toolbox)
▪ Methodologies, features and tools to
capture more scope and more detail
▪ A model that incorporates the state-ofthe-art while dispensing with traditional
modelling demarcations (SpineOpt)
▪ A system design that is flexible,
problem independent and easily
extendible because we don’t know
what the problem of tomorrow is
▪ SpineInterface is a key enabling factor in
achieving this goal

Technology
Detail

Spine Project Overview

Energy System Optimisation Toolbox
Spine Items

Spine Toolbox App

Workflow and data
manipulation tools

Workflow creation and
management

Interfaces

Models

Spine
Interface

SpineOpt

Spine-native energy
system model

Julia interface to
SpineOpt
Com1

Com3

Unit 1

Spine Datastore
Spine Engine

Problem independent
data format

Other
Other
models
Other
models
models

Spine DB API

Spine DB Editor

Regulated access to
Spine datastores

Problem independent
data format

Sep 8
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Com4

Unit 3

Workflow execution
(local/remote/headless)
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Connection

Unit 2
Com2

Today

SpineOpt: Sep 7
Applications: Sep 9

Typical model structure

GUI

Data structure
+
data storage

Interface

Interface

To add new elements and/or features, very often changes will
be required to all these elements requiring specific coding skills
and resources.
•
•
•
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Model formulation,
constraint equations

Most often, the special sauce
is in here

If one wants to create a new model from scratch changes can be required to many of these elements
When creating a model from scratch – the model developer has to spend much time reinventing the
wheel many times over when the real contribution is in the formulation.
Because the special sauce is likely to be in the formulation, shortcuts are often made in the other
elements to speed development, but this can make it more difficult to develop in the long run
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The Core Spine Elements
Objectives of Spine design:
• Make it easy to develop a richly featured model, removing the dependency between
the model formulation, the system design and the key components (GUI, interfaces
etc.)
• Make it easy to develop the model and change it over time without the need to
change the other elements

Spine DB Editor

Spine DB
API

Problem independent
data format

Regulated
access to Spine
datastores

Manage structure
and data

Portable,
generic
format

Spine Datastore

Julia interface to
Julia models
including SpineOpt

Problem independent
data format

Model requirements inform
data structure - no changes
required to other elements
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Spine
Interface

Julia model

SpineInterface-based Workflow

Model requires
new entity type
e.g. unit

unit
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Add structural
data via GUI

Reference
entities /
parameters by
name

Simplified Spine data structure
This structure is completely problem independent. It allows us to define problem
structure and data without changing the design
Object classes typically
represent model sets or an
entity type

Object Class
Unit

Objects are an entity
instance or a set member,
an individual index

Object

Relationship classes define
structure and the relationship
between the various object
classes. They allow objects
to be connected.

Relationship
Class

Relationships are specific
connections between specific
objects
Parameter definitions define
the data that can be specified
for an object or relationship
while parameter value holds
the data
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Relationship

Parameter
definition

Node

Coal Unit 1

Electricity

CCGT Unit 2

Natural Gas

unit__from_node

Natural Gas

Parameter
value

CCGT Unit 2

number_of_units = 1
online_variable_type = integer
CCGT Unit 2

number_of_units
Unit online_variable_type

unit__from_node

Temporal block

Relationship classes

Stochastic structure

Node

Commodity

Connection
Unit
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Stochastic scenario

System object classes

Model

Object
classes

Model object classes

Example: SpineOpt’s specific data

Example: SpineOpt model-specific data structure
Relationship classes

Object classes

Relationships
•

•

•

Using the Spine DB Editor, we
can define our data structure
and enter data at the same time.
SpineInterface gives us direct
access to this structure and this
data. E.g. we automatically get
iterators for each object class
No coding is required

Objects

Object
data
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Relationship
data

SpineInterface Convenience Functions: Objects

# example object class convenience function

unit()

for u in
# do stuff
end

•
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Adding a new object class (say, “unit”) in Spine DB Editor will automatically
give rise to a so-named function in Julia returning an iterator of all the objects
of that class (members)

SpineInterface Convenience Functions: Objects
@constraint(m,
sum(

pmax(unit=u)
for u in unit()
)
>= capacity_requirement
)

•
•

•
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Adding a new parameter type and data (say, pmax(unit)) in Spine DB
Editor will automatically give rise to a so-named function in Julia returning the
value of that parameter for a given object
We can use this function anywhere in our constraint equations when we want
to reference pmax

The SpineInterface function indices(parameter_name) will return an array
of indices for which the parameter is specified so we don’t have to worry
about ambiguous or undefined values

SpineInterface Convenience Functions: Relationships
for (c, n1, n2) in
# do stuff
end

connection__node__node()

for c in connection()
# filtered call to relationship class convenience function
for (n1, n2) in
# do stuff
end

connection__node__node(connection=c)

end

•
•
•
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Adding a new relationship class (say,“connection__node__node”) in Spine DB Editor will automatically
give rise to a so-named function in Julia returning an iterator of tuples of all the related objects of that
relationship class
Given member(s) of a relationship, the function can be filtered to return the other related member(s)
This example shows a 3-dimensioned relationship but relationships can have any number of dimensions
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SpineInterface Convenience Functions
# example using relationship convenience function
@constraint(m,
v_connection_flow[c,n1, n2]
<=
)

•
•
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capacity(connection=c, node1=n1, node2=n2)
for (c, n1, n2) in indices(capacity)

Similarly to objects, a convenience function is automatically created for relationship parameters
except an argument must be specific for each dimension
The indices(parameter_name) function will return tuples for which the specified parameter has
a value
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Method parameters

•

•
•

So-called method parameters (or enumerated parameters) can be defined in Spine DB
editor which can only take on a predefined set of values
A relationship class or object class convenience function can use these parameters to
filter the members by the value of one or more method parameters
Method parameters are a convenient way to create subsets and use as conditionals in
constraints

# example filtering using multiple method parameters
@constraint(m,
v_unit_generation[u,t]
>=
v_unit_online_status[u,t] * minimum_stable_generation(unit=u)
) for u in unit(unit_type=:unit_type_thermal, has_online_variable=true)

Example of method parameter filtering with multiple method
parameters
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Parameter Types: Scalars, array and duration types
Scalar value

pmax(unit=u)

Duration value

minimum_up_time(unit=u)

operating_points(unit=u, i=op)
for u in unit()
for op in 1:length(operating_points(unit=u))

Array value
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Parameter types: Time-varying data

pmax(unit=u, timeslice=t)
Time pattern value

pmax(unit=u, timeslice=t)
Timeseries
value
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Timeseries values can be:
• fixed or variable resolution
• absolute or relative
• repeating or static
• plotted and visualised in-app

Parameter types: Map
Map consists of key and value pairs where the key
and value can be any type

pmax(

•

•
•

Map value
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•

unit=u,
stochastic_scenario=s,
timeslice=t)

The map type is very versatile and was
developed initially to define stochastic
data within the Spine modelling
framework
A map essentially creates a twodimensional array where the first value
is an index for the second value
Here we have a value with a mapping
between stochastic scenario and a
timeseries value
Here the value will have a different
timeseries depending on the stochastic
scenario

Handling of parameter types
SpineInterface handles the parsing of parameter types so
the modeller doesn’t need to know what type a user has
entered.

pmax(

•
•
•
•
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unit=u,
stochastic_scenario=s,
timeslice=t )

In general, the model developer does not need to know
or assume the type of any value
When the convenience function is called with a
stochastic scenario index and a timeslice index,
SpineInterface will parse the correct value
For example, in the call above, if the actual value is
specified as a static value, the value returned will be the
same for every s and t
If the model developer always specifies an s and t on
the model side, the user can specify any value as a
scalar or any of the time varying types

SpineInterface Temporals (API)
SpineInterface provides classes and
functional to handle temporals within a
model
▪

▪

▪
▪
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timeslice() class represents a discrete
timestep with a start datetime and a
duration
overlap_duration(): determines
overlap of two timeslices
roll!() rolls a set of timeslices forwards
(or backwards) by the specified duration
t_lowest_resolution!(),
t_highest_resolution!():functions to
determine lowest or highest resolution of
specified timeslices – useful for resolving
resolution inconsistencies

9-Sep-21

function _roll_time_slice_set!(t_set::TimeSliceSet, fo
rward::Union{Period,CompoundPeriod})
roll!.(t_set.time_slices, forward)
roll!.(values(t_set.gap_bridger.gaps), forward)
roll!.(values(t_set.gap_bridger.bridges), forward)
nothing
end

SpineInterface API
In addition to the creation of convenience functions to access
Spine data, Spine Interface has an API that talks to the Spine
Toolbox API and allows for creation and manipulation of data
within Julia giving access to its scientific computing capabilities
 Create new classes, objects
and relationships
 Create and manipulate data
parameters of all types
 Create new Spine datastores
and manipulate existing ones
 Very powerful for pre and postprocessing of model data and
enhanced reporting
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added, err_log = db_api.import_data(
db_map;
objects=objects,
object_groups=object_groups,
object_parameters=new_object_parameters(),
relationships=relationships,
object_parameter_values=object_parameter_values,
relationship_parameter_values=relationship_parameter
_values
)

Example: Model linking in SpineOpt

Master problem

Model 1

Stochastic structure 1
Temporal structure 1

Results->SpineInterface parameters

Subproblem
•
•
•
•
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Model 2

Stochastic structure 2
Temporal structure 2

In addition to multi-model and model linking functionalities of Spine Toolbox, SpineOpt and
SpineInterface provide mechanisms to link models at a lower level within Julia (e.g. decomposition
framework illustrated above)
Multiple models can live side-by-side within Julia with independent temporal and stochastic structures
SpineInterface provides convenient functions to convert output data to SpineOpt parameters for passing
of data between models
This provides a basic framework to implement more complex algorithms like alternative forms of
decomposition, integration of agent-based models etc.
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Example: Processing Finnish building stock data

Technical
data

Building stock
statistics

Raw input
datastore

▪ Combining building stock statistics with technical building
data into a consistent dataset.
▪ SpineInterface provides easy access to the data for processing.

Data processing via
SpineInterface
and the final datastore.
28
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Example: Aggregating Finnish building stock data
▪ Spine data structure can then be used to
provide definitions for aggregating the
building stock statistics into desired
building archetypes.
▪ The objective of this exercise is to provide
desired input data about flexible
heating/cooling demand for large-scale
energy system models.
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Benefits of model development using SpineInterface
+ Julia
▪
Energy System Optimisation Toolbox
Spine Items

Workflow and data
manipulation tools

Spine Toolbox App
Workflow creation and
management

▪

Spine Datastore

Spine Engine

▪

Problem independent
data format

Workflow execution
(local/remote/headless)

Spine DB Editor

Problem independent
data format

Spine DB API

Regulated access to
Spine datastores

▪

▪
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Immediately focus on the added value of your
innovation without having to develop a data
management and interface structure
Utilise the Jump modelling framework with
access to Julia’s cutting edge scientific
computing capabilities and features
Define your model data and structure using
SpineToolbox’s graphical user interfaces with
visualisations and multiple data types
Gain access to SpineToolbox comprehensive
data and workflow management tools
Link your model to other models within
SpineToolbox

Resources
▪ Spine project website:
http://www.spine-model.org/
▪ Spine project repository
https://github.com/Spine-project
▪ SpineOpt repository, a highly flexible
energy system modelling framework
SpineOpt in Julia
(https://github.com/Spineproject/SpineOpt.jl)
▪ Spine Toolbox repository:
https://github.com/Spineproject/Spine-Toolbox

Available for advice, consultancy, training
and project collaboration:
Juha Kiviluoma
Juha.Kiviluoma@vtt.fi
Jody Dillon
Jody.Dillon@energyreform.ie
Erik Delarue
Erik.Delarue@kuleuven.be
Terence O’Donnell
Terence.ODonnell@ucd.ie

Mikael Amelin
amelin@kth.se
This project has received funding from the European Union’s
Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme under grant
agreement N. 774629.
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Energy System Optimisation Toolbox
Spine Items

Workflow and data
manipulation tools

Spine Toolbox App
Workflow creation and
management

Interfaces

Mo

Spine
Interface

Sp

Julia interface to
SpineOpt

Spine-n
syst

Spine Datastore
Spine Engine

Problem independent
data format

Workflow execution
(local/remote/headless)

Spine DB Editor
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Problem independent
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data format

Spine DB API

Regulated access to
Spine datastores

Othe
Oth
mode
Ot
mod
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